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AG RICULTURAL INVENTIONS. THE TELEPHONE AT THE PARIS OPERA. wiro .!)f a small induction coii without any condenser. The 
In distributing attachments for plows for sowing seeds or One d the most popular attractions at the Paris Electrical line, laid in double wire, is connected on the one hand 

fertilizers in the furrow formed by the plow, and in which Exhibition is the nightly demonstration of the marvelous with the induction coil, and on the other with a 
a stationary hoppel', a movable lower spout, and a subjacent ?owers of the Ader telephone, by its transmission of the sing series of telephone receivers placed in the rooms at the 
shaking wheel have been arranged in rear of the plow lUg on the stage and the music in the orchestra of the Grand Palais de I'Industrie. There are eight receivers thus coupled 

standard, it has been a serious otjection that eaid attach. Opera at Paris, to a suite of foul' rooms reserved for the to each transmitter. The undulatory induction currents de· 

ments were not adapted to distribute with the same regu- purpose in One of the galleries of the Palais de l'Industrie. veloped in the fine wire of the induction coil by the variation 
larity when traveling over hilly and horizontal surfaces. Tbis demonstration is given nightly between eight and eleven in intenEity of the current traversing the induction wire, react 

Tbis objection has been removed in the improvement r;atent- on the receiver. There are tcn such instaliations as we have 
ed by ]\'[r. Timothy C. Norwood, of Honca Path, S. C. In just rlescribed on the stage of the opera, each with its own 
this improvement the hopper, the spout, and the agitating Jllattery and induction coil, and double line to the Exhihition. 
wheel are all connected hy two and the same side bars 1 As the batteries become rapidly polarized, two sets are pro-
which. in their turn, are connected by links to the plo� vided for each transmitter, and the batteries are shifted every 
standard, whereby the hopper, spout, and wheel move toge- i fifteen minutes by a commutator. Fig. 3 is a diagram show· 
ther in parallel position behind the plow standard, and con- I 

ing the arrangement, the t ransmitters being numbered one 
sequently maintain the same and proper relation to each 

to ten; the batteries are shown at P, the induction coil at B. 
other, under all varying conditions of the surface of the 

and the receivers i n  connection are marked A to H. Only 
ground. two complete eirCllils are shown to avoid confusion. 

An., improvement in seed planters has been patented by 
The Ader receiving telephone, shown in Fig. 4, is well 

ML Charles P. Hanson, of Edwardsburg, :Vlich. The object 
known; it is a magneto-electric instrument, the magnet of 

of this invention is to provide an improvcd means of ;'ais-
which is formed into a ring so as to sen-e as a handle (see A, 

ing the openers of II planter from the ground aud adjllsting 
Fig. 4). The two CfJres, B B, are attached to tbe poles, and 

them to work at allY desired depth. For these purposes the 
have wires coiled round tbem; a soft iron ring, F F. is 

tongue of tbe planter is pivoted at its rear end so as to PJ"O-
placed over the poles, and in front of the diaphragm. The 

ject above the main frame, and a slide bar extending back of object of tbis ring is to serve as a supplementary excitor, and 
tbe tongue is adapted to be thrown in contad with�said end its object is to give to the lines of magnetic forc8 a direction 
of tbe tongue oy an adjusting lever operated by hand and perpendicular instead of divergent to the diapllragm; by this 

�rovided with attachments for holding it in any d�;irccl posi- arrangement the variations produced in tile magnet by the 
tlOn. By these means the tongue and frame may be set at 

,. induction currents of the coils h,we a maximum effect on 
any required angle of inclination WillI each otiler, lind the the diaphragm; it is to this arrangement that the clearneEs 
openers, which are attached to the frame, be rnpillly and of definition of tile Ader telephone is due. 
easily adjusted or elel'ated. :VI. lio ·pilnller. in the article from which we are drawing 

An improvement in devices for separating gTain from o'clock, and the enormous nnmber of people who crowd tbe our information, refer,; to a peculi�lr property of the Ader 

cockle and other small seeds. and for separating grain into' entrance to the building before the doors arc open to the I telepbone wbich we cannot do hetter than deal with in 

grades, has been patented by Messrs. Martin B. Parker ami I evetting visitors rapidly resolve themselves into patient Ills uwn words: "We will now consider the new acoustic 

Myr on T. Smith, of Blue Earth City. Minn. In this device I qwmes as soon as they can obtain access to the gnIlcry ad- cirect wbich Mr. Ader has discovered, and npplied for the 

the grain is separated and graded during its passage down lin I joining the telephone rOOIns. There they patiently await I first tim" in the tel(�pholdc transmissioll at the Electrical Ex
illelincd screen, aud fina

.
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who has been fortunate enougiJ to hear 

nels over the lower cud of the latter. As the grain passes few minutes whatever may be going Oil at the opera-solo, the Iclephones at the Palais de l'IlIdu,trie has remarked that, 
down the screen, it is kept in contact Iherewith and prevcnt- ch()rus. instrumental music. or possibly all three, until the in listening with both ears at the two telephones, the sound 

ed from hounding away from tlte screen by a series
.
of fiaps allotted till�e has e
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pi red, and the li,.tencrs hav� to give. way j It.ll'''' a spe
.
eilll eharaeter of relief al�d localization wldch a 

or aprons ot rubber ()r other flexihle material, arran.ged for a fresh lllstallmelit from the outSide. In tillS way eighty Single receiver cannot produce. It IS a common expeI"lence 

transversely over the screen. These aprolls also serve to telepliOlI(,:< are con,tantly at work at the same time, at short that, in listening at a telephone, it b practically impo,sible to 
retard tlie descent of the grain, so that it may be propr,r]y i�tervals tl�e e�mmnnicatio.n being sliifted to another set of l have evell a vague

. 
idea?f the di,tanee at which the person 

s�paraled and graded. The screen is prevented from sag etglny Similar Illslrunv'nts ltl tw<) other rooms. It may be at .the.other end ot the Itne appear,to be. To some listeners 
glllg, and is kept up to the straight line of the lower edges remarked in passiug that this I tillS distance seems to be only a few yards, to others the voice 
of these aprons by longitudin�Ll ribs attached to the frame distant audience of the perforii1- apparently proceeds out of a great depth of the earth. In 
and arranged under the SCl'cen cloth. ThiR separator is a I ance at the opem enjoy their this case there is nothing of the kind. As soon as the exp[·ri 
decided improvement upon other separators in use for like allotted moments of actual tranS-I mcnt commences the singers place themselves, in the mind 

purposes. mission and that interludes do' of the listener. at a fixed distance, some to the right and 
.. , • ,. __ ._ _ not count. Certainly nothing. others to the left. It is easy to follow their movements, and 

IMPROVED LIFE RAFT. has ever been done before so to indicate exactly. each time that they change their position 
The engraving shows an improved life raft recently pa- effectnally to popularize science, I the imaginar� distance �t wh.ich they.appeal· to be. Tbi� 

tented by Mr. Thomas Hall, of Newton, Mass. It is de- and to render the masses familiar phenomenon IS very cunous, It approxImates to the theory 
signed to be carried on ships and steamboats. and consists with the effect, however igno 
of a double hoat or raft made of cork or other buoyant ma- rant they may be of the cause, 
terial, and of SlIch shape that they may be fitted to the out- of this marvelous invention, tbe 
side of the ordinary ship's boat. lirst feeble voice of which was 

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF LIFE RAFT. 

These rafts or floats are made ill two parts, one being 
placed on each side of the boat, to which they are securpd 
by suitable fixtures and lashings, as represented in the 
engraving. 

When the parts of the raft arc united they form a cradle 
or holder in which the boat rest.s. and the curved ends of the 
rafts are nearly in contact witb each other at th"l bow and 
stern of the boat. While it is preferable to make the raft 
of such materials as can 
most readily be m"de to 
conform to the shape of the 
boat, straight cylinders or 
caissons may be used. 

On board a ship or IJteam
boat the raft and its in
cluded boat is carried on 
deck or hung from the da
vits in the usual manner, and 
when launched it takes the 
water witbout danger of up
setting. The boat may be 
filled with people, and the 
life lines will support a large 
number of those who are in 
the water, both being used 
simply for floating; or the 
lashings may be cut and the 
floats detached from the boat, 
which can then be rowed, 
wit.h its passengers, to any 
desired point, and return to 
take off those who are cling
ing to the floats and the life 
lines. 

heard in the Centennial Exhi
bition of 1876. Our contemporary, L'Electric;ien, publishes 
this week an excellent description of the installation at the 
opera and in the Exhibition, and from this we gather our 
information and i ll ustrations on the subject. 

The transmitters are microphones on the Ader system, 
placed in front of the opel'll stage, close to the footlights and 

1 behind them. Figs. 1 and 2 are a plan and longitudinal sec
tion of one of these transmitters. Each consists of ten small 
carbon pencils, A A, arranged in two seriesof five each, and 
supported by three cross pieces, BUD, fixed to a small pine 
board, which receives the vibration and serves as a cover to 
the instrument. This board rests, as "hOWII, in a massive 
block of lead, P, which in its turn is supported on four 
blocks of soft rubber. This arrangement is found to prevent 
any vibrations of the stage from being transmitted to the 
microphones, and the only movements tal, en up by the in
strument are the sonorous vibrations of the air. The micro 
phone is in connec:ion with a Leclanche battery, and the-

. Ptir.l 

HALL'S LIFE RAFT. 
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of binauriclar auduition. and has never been applied, we be. 
lieve, before to produce tbis remarkable illusion to which 
may almost be given the name of auditive perspective. Hav_ 
ing explained this phenomenon, we lIIay consider its cause, 
which is a very simple one. In order to realize it, we may 
recall the stereoscope, which allows us to sec objects in 

their natural relief. A simi
lar effect is produced to the 
ear, and may be explained by 
referring to Fig. 3. Each 
person is placed in front of 
a transmitt!;r with two tele
phones, which receive the 
impression from two distinct 
transmitters, placed a certain 
distance apart. These trans
mitters are grouped in pairs, 
1 and 6,2 and 7, 3 and 8, 4 and 
9, and 5 and 10. Fig. 3 shows 
the complete arrangement for 
group 1 and 6. This group 
supplies sixteen telephones 
adapted for eight listeners, but 
the transmitter 1 serves the 
eight telephones on the left, 
and the transmitter 6 the eight 
telephones on the rig ht of the 
eight listeners, A, B, C, to H. 
When tbe singer isat Ihe point 
A, the transmit tel' 1 is more 
strongly influenced than the 

_ansmitter 6; the left ear is, 
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